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Why Celebrate Chinese Heritage 
Month?

Chinese heritage has over 5,000 years of history. Chinese Canadians have contributed 
to the formation of Canada, led innovations in science, medicine and technology, 
advanced in the arts, succeed in athletics and thrived in entrepreneurship.

Chinese Heritage Month is celebrated in TDSB 
every February; to acknowledge, recognize, 
and accept Chinese Canadians have 
been and continue to be nation builders in 
Canada.



Chinese Tea Ceremony

Tea was first brewed by Chinese Emperor 
Shen Nong in 2737 BCE. The tea 
ceremony is the result of respect for nature 
and need for peace. Confucianism, 
Taoism and Buddhism have 
blended together giving birth to the magical 
Chinese tea ceremony. The traditional 
tea ceremonies were described as 
�he� which translates as �peace�, �jing� 
which translates as �quiet, �yi� 
which means �enjoyment� and �zhen� 
meaning �truth�.



道

Taoism, Confucianism, & 
Buddhism

Taoism emphasizes living in harmony with the Tao (Chinese: 
18; pinyin: Dao; 'the Way�).

Confucianism is based on kindness, mutual 
respect and an appreciation for 
character virtues. The belief is that society 
can flourish only when people learn 
to interact positively with each other.

Chinese Buddhism influenced Chinese art, politics, literature, philosophy, 
medicine and material culture.





Yin and yang is a complex relational 
concept in Taoism. The universe 
is governed by yin and yang; 
sets of two opposing and complementing 
energies that can be 
observed in nature. This logic applies 
to computing � on and off 
or1orO0.

Yin and Yang
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The Lunar New Year is a 15-day celebration and is observed by over a billion people 
around the world. People of Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese and some Japanese 
hold festive traditions during this 15-day event. Ceremonies to honour the 
gods and ancestors are conducted at the end and beginning of each year. Events 
centre on the family � festive meals, lighting of lanterns, displays of fireworks. 
Grandparents and parents offer lucky money to their decedents as a form 
of good fortune.

Lunar New Year - February 12, 2021



Originated around 206 BCE in China and adapted 
by East Asian countries as a celebratory 
ritual; to celebrate Lunar New Year, 
anniversaries and grand openings. The 
dance incorporates martial arts, acrobatics 
and drumming to uplift spirits of 
the audience and the gods.



橘

Tangerines

The Chinese word (1%&) for 
tangerines is a pun on luck 
and fortune. Families decorate 
their homes with citrus 
trees and fruits to bring 
more blessings.



Chinese Peonies

Chinese peonies are auspicious for 
Lunar New Year. For millennia, 
it is well revered with characteristics 
of feminine beauty, 
innocence, affection and charm.



On April 5, 2021, Chinese people around 
the world will take time to honour 
their ancestors and nature by visiting 
grave sites, praying to their ancestors, 
sweeping tombs, and engaging 
in spring outings. Some common 
offerings are paper money, food, 
and wine.

Qingming Festival 
 (Clear and 
Bright Festival)



Important Days and 
Festivals 
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Chinese Canadian Contributions 
to Canada



Nation Building

Chinese Canadians made 
confederation possible. 
They made up 
72% of the workforce, 
built the BC segment 
of the Canadian 
Pacific Railroad.



Building of the CPR - 1884



利德蕙

Senator Vivienne Poy

Senator Vivienne Poy, was the first Canadian 
of Asian origin appointed to the Senate 
of Canada.
Dr. Poy also helped play an important role in establishing 
May as Asian Heritage Month in Canada.



麥德華

In 1984, Dr. Mak was the first scientist to discover the structure of 
a T-cell receptor gene. At the time this was considered the Holy 
Grail of immunology. This discovery helped provide a better understanding 
of how to fight cancer. In 2000, Dr. Mak was made 
an Officer of the Royal Order of Canada and in 2009 was inducted 
into the Canadian Medical Hall of Fame.  �The only way 
| was happy was to do something very different�

Dr. Tak Wah Mak



(吳振紅)Chan-hon Goh
Former Principal Dancer with the National Ballet of Canada (1994).



鄭天華
伍冰枝

Douglas Jung  &  The Right Honourable Adrienne Clarkson

In 1957, Jung was the first Canadian 
of Chinese origin elected to 
the Parliament of Canada, as well 
as the first MP of Chinese heritage 
in the House of Commons.

Clarkson was the 26t Governor General 
of Canada and was appointed 
on September 8, 1999. She 
was the first Chinese Canadian and 
second woman ever to be appointed 
to this position.



劉思慕Simu Liu and Bryan Chiu

Simu Liu - Actor, writer, stuntman (left) - Current projects include �Kim�s Convenience�and 
Marvel�s �Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings� Liu 
is the first Asian lead cast in a Marvel movie

Bryan Chiu (right) - Former offensive line coach for BC Lions, Toronto Argonauts, 
and Ottawa Redblacks



陳偉群Patrick Chan

In 2011, Chan set two world records: 93.02 points 
for his skating in the short program and 
an overall score of 208.98 for free skating. 
As a result, Chan was the recipient for 
the Lou Marsh Award as Canada�s top athlete.

Chan has won a gold medal at the 2018 Olympics 
in the team event, and was a silver medallist 
in the 2014 Olympics in both the men�s 
and team events.



Contributions to the World
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Early Science & Technology

The Chinese have been world leaders in innovation throughout history 
and continue to play a strong role in science and technological 
development to this day.

The four most famous technologies which were invented 
by the Chinese are the compass, gunpowder, 
papermaking, and printing.

The shadow clock was an innovation which dates 
back over 4000 years. Other interesting 
and important inventions include Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, the abacus, the 
seismograph, and contributions to architecture 
such as the Great Wall of China.
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Modern Science & Technology

Today, Chinese people are involved in
nanotechnology, 
quantum computing,
biotechnology, 
pharmaceuticals, and
more.

Recently, China landed on the far side of
the moon 
and also has a manned space
programme.

Chinese researcher, Zhang Yongzhen (5&7k
B, pictured 
left) and his team were the
first to post the 
COVID-19 RNA sequence
online.

Physicist Pan Jianwei (G&#{&) and Lu
Chaoyang (FEEARS) 
just published their
research in 2020 on a prototype 
quantum
computer. Pan has even been referred 
to
as the �Father of Quantum� by some.
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